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Abstract 
This paper broadly speaking offers federalism in Ethiopia is an anxiety or possibility for Ethiopian 
cohesion? The targets of the look at are to discover the position of federalism in struggle control, to 
discover the impact of federalism on safety of the minorities and to evaluate the position of federalism 
to cope with cohesion in range. To this give up exploratory studies layout become used. And 
additionally, qualitative studies technique becomes hired. In order to arrange the paper, the researchers 
had been used secondary statistics. Secondary statistics become from posted articles, reports, thoughts 
and thought from politician, activists, journalists, acknowledged people and distinct peoples thru 
goggling, further the paper hired theoretical views of federalism and eventually the researcher prepared 
the paper entitled the is Ethnic Federalism in Ethiopia is a anxiety or possibility for Ethiopian Unity? 
The consequences of the look at display that the federal gadget in Ethiopia is a possibility for Ethiopian 
cohesion in preference to anxiety.  
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Introduction 
Federalism, because it has rightly been stated is a concept that has existed for the reason that 
Bible days. But as arrangement of government federalism commenced to take form after the 
Protestant Reformation that become championed via way of means of the German, Martin 
Luther and the French, John Calvin in sixteenth century Europe after which into the 
seventeenth and 18th century, an generation of the Industrial Revolution and the 
Enlightenment Age while political philosophers and theorists – Thomas Hobbes, John 
Locke, and Jean Jacque Rousseau propounded the Social Contract Theory of the foundation 
of States (Ogunnoiki, 2017) [11]. 
Federalism is an arrangement of government that establishes a constitutionally special 
department of powers among distinct degrees of presidency. There are typically important 
degrees: (a) a countrywide, vital or federal stage; and (b) a nation, provincial or local stage. 
In a few cases, however, a federal gadget can also additionally prescribe a 3-fold distribution 
of strength via way of means of spotting the constitutional powers of nearby authorities (e.g. 
South Africa) or via way of means of developing complicated styles of overlapping 
territorial and linguistic federalism e.g. Belgium (Elliot, 2017) [4]. 
Federalism is that shape of presidency wherein the issue gadgets of a political company take 
part in sharing powers and capabilities in a co-operative manner thru the mixed forces of 
ethnic pluralism and cultural range, amongst others (Tamuno, 2003) [13]. 
Federalism is constitutionally assured self-rule and shared rule. In a federation, there are as a 
minimum degrees of presidency (federal or countrywide stage and stage of federal gadgets) 
every attributed with major decision-making in positive areas (self-rule). In order to be 
effective, decision-making powers want be paired with good enough financial means. 
Additionally, the federal gadgets are concerned with inside the decision-making on the 
federal stage as well, generally through illustration in a second chamber of parliament 
(shared rule). The layout and principal ideas of self-rule and shared rule are assured with 
inside the Constitution (UN, 2009). 
Federalism calls for strength-sharing among federal establishments and people on the 
subnational stage, such that neither stage of presidency has absolute strength. A well-
functioning federal gadget is via way of means of definition constitutional and pluralist, for 
the reason that it's far primarily based totally on dialogue and negotiation among balanced 
Centre’s of strength and the popularity of minorities beneath Neath a large framework of 
agreed constitutional rules. (Elliot, 2017) [4]. 
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The federal gadget of presidency is a democratic shape of 

presidency that divides sovereignty among as minimum 

degrees of presidency the vital and local governments. In a 

federal gadget of presidency, the charter that's written and 

rigid is supreme. Also strange approximately this shape of 

presidency is the life of a bi-cameral legislature and that it 

could be practiced both beneath neath the presidential or 

parliamentary gadget of authorities (Ogunnoiki, 2017) [11]. 

In the case of Ethiopia ethnic primarily based totally 

federalism prepared as a gadget for the reason that 1991, 

after the down fall of derg regime. Since, with inside the 

generation of Menilik II with inside the call of 

contemporary-day Ethiopian nation political assimilation 

has been taken and the error of the time nonetheless brings 

ethnic struggle in Ethiopia, this results in political crises. 

Therefore this paper discusses the federal gadget of Ethiopia 

whether or not it's far an anxiety or possibilities for 

Ethiopian cohesion. 

 

Statement of the problem 

Federalism become added in Ethiopia in 1991 while the 

Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front 

(EPRDF) got here to strength and released the concept of 

“self-dedication for the nationalities”, as much as and which 

include secession, devolving political, administrative and 

financial strength to ethnically described local states 

(Lovise, 2002) [8]. 

The federal authorities with a bicameral parliament and a 

constitutional president become assigned the obligation of 

countrywide defense, overseas relations, and the putting of 

countrywide requirements for principal policies. Regional 

governments, ruled via way of means of the nation 

president/leader govt and the nation council and the woreda 

(district) councils, were empowered to set up its personal 

management and formulate and execute financial, social and 

political techniques and plans (Lovise, 2002) [8]. 

Ethiopian ethnic federalism encourages political events to 

arrange alongside ethnic lines, and champions an ethicized 

federal nation. As an exception to the overall sample in 

Africa, it's far worth of a close examination. A short 

evaluate of some federal structures amongst African, 

communist, and western international locations is beneficial 

to apprehend the precise and radical factors of the Ethiopian 

federal gadget (Alem, 2015) [2]. 

Many students nation the positive view of federalism, 

especially international locations with different peoples like 

Ethiopia. According to Obydenkova, (2005) [10] “for many 

years, there had been arguments that federalism gives the 

nice possible authorities for a country of ethnic and local 

disparity. The standard concept is that a centralized federal 

authorities that protects each countrywide and local hobbies 

is the maximum responsive administrative for a nation 

marked via way of means of ethnic and territorial range”. 

Osifeso, 2011 [12] nation because the concept of federal 

association as especially applicable for coping with range 

with inside the political order is any such famous view in 

the literature on federalism that a few students have even 

appeared this because the sole cause of federalism. The 

acclaimed mechanisms through which federalism achieves 

those dreams are twofold: sharing of authority and abilities 

among degrees of authorities and protective identification 

and autonomy towards domination. 

However, a few students, people, activists pessimist to 

ethnic primarily based totally federalism of Ethiopia as 

dividend rule and brings us into Balkanized nation so, this 

paper discusses climate ethnic primarily based totally 

federalism is a anxiety or possibility for Ethiopian cohesion.  

 

Objective of the Study 

General objective 

The standard goal of the look at is to examine the federal 

gadget in Ethiopia is an anxiety or possibility for Ethiopian 

cohesion. 

 

Specific objectives 

 To discover the position of federalism in struggle 

control  

 To discover the impact of federalism on safety of the 

minorities  

 To investigate the position of federalism to cope with 

cohesion in range 

 

Theoretical views of Federalism 

K. C. Wheare’s Legal-Institutional Theory 

According to Kenneth Clinton Wheare, the federal precept 

is, “the approach of dividing powers in order that the overall 

and local governments are every, inside a sphere, coordinate 

and unbiased” (Wheare, 1953:11). 

In different phrases, federalism is all approximately strength 

sharing in a criminal report known as the ‘charter’ among 

degrees of presidency: the authorities on the centre and the 

authorities on the regions. K. C. Wheare went directly to 

nation that a federal authorities seems “suitable for a set of 

states or groups if, at one and the equal time, they 

preference to be united beneathneath an unmarried unbiased 

standard authorities for a few functions and to be prepared 

beneathneath unbiased local governments for others. Or to 

position it shortly, they should preference to be united, 

however now no longer to be unitary” (Wheare, 1953:36). 

The motives for this preference to be united are: “…[a] 

experience of navy lack of confidence and the consequent 

want for not un usual place defense; a preference to be 

unbiased of overseas powers, and an awareness that most 

effective thru union ought to independence be secured; a 

desire of financial gain from union;…” (Wheare, 1963:37). 

W. E. Oates’ Theory of Fiscal Federalism Aside the political 

and sociological thing of federalism, there may be 

additionally the financial. “As a subfield of public finance, 

financial federalism addresses the vertical shape of the 

public sector. 

It explores, each in normative and nice terms, the jobs of the 

distinct degrees of authorities and the approaches wherein 

they relate to each other thru such instruments as 

intergovernmental grants” (Oates, 1999:1120). Argument 

‘for’ and ‘towards’ the Federal System of Government 

Federalism in latest years has been a highly arguable subject 

matter of discourse amongst students and analysts with a 

number of them pitching their tent with folks who see 

federalism from a terrible attitude i.e. a gadget of presidency 

that sacrifices meritocracy enthusiastic about satisfying the 

numerous ethnic agencies in a federation, that it's far too 

luxurious to run, and that it brings approximately the 

pointless duplication of presidency offices. On a nice note, 

federalism ipso facto is democracy. 

Thus, international locations purchase the federal concept 

due to the fact it's far democratic, selling political 

participation and the illustration of the numerous human 

beings making up a federation on the distinct degrees of 
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presidency. Other principal arguments for federalism which 

makes it promising are nation-constructing which it creates 

orders of presidency, one to manipulate local groups, and 

every other to govern the worries of the entire federation, 

cohesion in range federalism as a political concept has turn 

out to be an increasing number of vital as a manner of 

peacefully reconciling cohesion and range inside a political 

gadget and federalism enables to control intergroup conflicts 

that could in any other case enhance into violence and cause 

proliferation of mini states without lots viability 

(Ogunnoiki, 2017) [11]. 

 

Methodology of the paper 

The look at become hired qualitative studies approach. The 

look at become hired exploratory studies layout. In order to 

arrange the paper, the researchers had been used secondary 

statistics. Secondary statistics become from posted articles, 

reports, thoughts and thought from politician, activists, 

journalists, acknowledged people and distinct peoples thru 

goggling, and eventually the researcher prepared the paper 

entitled the is Ethnic Federalism in Ethiopia is a anxiety or 

possibility for Ethiopian Unity? In addition to this this paper 

becomes hired theories of federalism. 

 

Result and Discussion 

Federalism as device of struggle control According to 

Jinadu, (1979) [5] withinside the cutting-edge world, 

federalism as a political concept has turn out to be an 

increasing number of vital as a manner of peacefully 

reconciling cohesion and variety inside a political gadget”. 

Agnew, (1995) [1] cautioned that federalism enables to 

control intergroup conflicts that could in any other case 

enhance into violence and cause proliferation of mini-states 

without lots viability. 

Federalism is frequently used as a device of accommodating 

range. Daniel Elazar, one of the main proponents of the 

growth of the federal concept in contemporary-day times, 

and who's in any other case very skeptical approximately 

the fulfillment of ethnic federalism, says that “Federalism 

has turned out to be a completely famous “solution” for 

troubles of ethnic struggle in public discourse (Tsegaye, 

2009) [14]. Federalism as an Instrument for the Protection of 

Minorities Unity, local autonomy, and safety of minorities, 

struggle control and established order of a civilized and 

democratic network are amongst the maximum vital 

problems in lots of international locations. 

Federalism is a shape of presidency shape that could cope 

with such worries (Legesse, 2016) [7]. Art 27 of the ICCPR 

acknowledges 3 sorts of minorities: ethnic, linguistic and 

non-secular minorities. A federal gadget is extra appropriate 

to house such minorities and to make sure appreciate for 

identities. It must, however, be stated that safety of 

minorities isn't most effective approximately identical 

political participation as might be elaborated later. It must 

additionally be stated that aleven though we're retaining 

institution identification, the rights of minorities are person 

rights granted for folks who belong to the minority 

institution (Ibid). 

Every character belonging to a minority institution has, thus, 

the proper, in network with others, “to experience culture, 

profess faith and use language.” Although such rights are 

identified as person rights, a set of people belonging to the 

minority institution or the minority institution as an entire 

can be affected in addition and might carry action 

collectively thru a representative. Protection of minority 

agencies cannot be realized without offering such agencies 

with participatory rights (Legesse, 2016) [7]. Federalism as 

an Instrument for Unity and variety Federalism, because it 

has rightly been stated is a concept that has existed for the 

reason that Bible days. But as a gadget of presidency, 

federalism commenced to take form after the Protestant 

Reformation that become championed via way of means of 

the German, Martin Luther and the French, John Calvin in 

sixteenth century Europe after which into the seventeenth 

and 18th century, an generation of the Industrial Revolution 

and the Enlightenment Age while political philosophers and 

theorists – Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and Jean Jacque 

Rousseau propounded the Social Contract Theory of the 

foundation of States. 

Accommodation of range is one of the functions of 

federalism in multicultural federal structures like India and 

Ethiopia. Accommodation of range and the established 

order of democratic surroundings that complements the 

participation of numerous agencies are critical to keep away 

from marginalization of a few agencies inside a multi-

cultural federation. If those situations are missing in 

practice, the ones agencies left in the back of or agencies 

which do now no longer get suitable percentage of strength 

will prefer to go away a union. 

Thus, failure to equitably constitute range thru shared 

federal establishments will create actual threats to the 

integrity of a federation (Legesse, 2016) [7]. According to 

John McGarry and Brendan O’Leary maximum pluri-

countrywide nation screw ups arise due to the pressured 

integration of various ethnic agencies and related 

regulations on institution autonomy. On this account, ethnic 

conflicts derive from tries to get rid of ethnic differences, 

normalize institution identities, and suppress the rights of 

ethnic agencies. Instead of seeking to forge an unmarried 

countrywide identification, states must officially recognize 

ethnic range via way of means of granting ethnic agencies 

autonomy (with the intention of decreasing ethnic struggle).  

Ethiopia’s Constitution displays this technique via way of 

means of accommodating ethnic range and “ethno-cultural 

justice” thru institution rights, ethnic-primarily based totally 

self-authorities, and the proper to self-dedication and 

secession. In practice, the Constitution and Federal 

authorities have granted the States and numerous ethnic 

agencies the autonomy to talk their personal languages; hold 

their personal cultures; broaden their personal instructional 

structures; educate their personal ancient narratives; and 

pick out their personal nearby leaders. To attention on one 

factor, the proper to apply one’s language in training and 

management is possibly maximum vital. 

The cap potential of various international locations, 

nationalities, and peoples in Ethiopia to apply their personal 

language inside their States deepens their institution 

identification and permits them to take part in political and 

cultural life (Daniel, 2017) [3]. 

 

Conclusion 

Federalism, because it has rightly been stated is a concept 

that has existed for the reason that Bible days. It is a gadget 

of presidency that establishes a constitutionally special 

department of powers among distinct degrees of authorities.  

There are typically important degrees: (a) a countrywide, 

vital or federal stage; and (b) a nation, provincial or local 

stage. Federalism become added in Ethiopia in 1991 while 
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the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front 

(EPRDF) got here to strength and released the concept of 

“self-dedication for the nationalities”, as much as and which 

include secession, devolving political, administrative and 

financial strength to ethnically described local states 

(Lovise, 2002) [8]. 

According to Jinadu, (1979) [5] with inside the cutting-edge 

world, federalism as a political concept has turned out to be 

an increasing number of vital as a manner of peacefully 

reconciling cohesion and variety inside a political gadget”. 

A federal gadget is extra appropriate to house such 

minorities and to make sure appreciate for identities. It 

must, however, be stated that safety of minorities isn't most 

effective approximately identical political participation as 

might be elaborated later. It must additionally be stated that 

aleven though we're retaining institution identification, the 

rights of minorities are person rights granted for folks who 

belong to the minority institution. 

Accommodation of range and the established order of 

democratic surroundings that complements the participation 

of numerous agencies are critical to keep away from 

marginalization of a few agencies inside a multi-cultural 

federation. 

The consequences of the look at additionally found out that 

federalism is frequently used as a device of accommodating 

range. Daniel Elazar, one of the main proponents of the 

growth of the federal concept in contemporary-day times, 

and who's in any other case very skeptical approximately 

the fulfillment of ethnic federalism, says that “Federalism 

has turn out to be a completely famous “solution” for 

troubles of ethnic struggle in public discourse (Tsegaye, 

2009) [14]. 

In addition a federal gadget is extra appropriate to house 

minorities and to make sure appreciate for identities. 

Therefore, ethnic primarily based totally federalism in 

Ethiopia is an possibility for the cohesion of country, 

nationalities and peoples of Ethiopia with appreciate to their 

identification, language, culture, and different mental 

makeup. 
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